
SUNRISE MOUNTAIN VIEW ESTATES HOMEOWNERS ASSOCIATION  
Board of Director’s Meeting 

January 19, 2009 
Minutes  

 
President Vaughan called the meeting to order at 3:30PM 
Present: Pres. Vaughan, V. Pres. Lynton, Treas. Stern, Sec. Page, Lee Radziemski, 
Kip Longan, Phil Mowbray, (Ex Officio) Aaron Starobin 
Residents: Victor Braun, Bette Scott 

 
The minutes of the meeting of 12/15/08 were accepted as distributed with one 
suggested correction.  
 
Resident Concerns: 
 

a. Garage/Estate Sale (Bette Scott): Bette asked the Board to reconsider its 
prohibition against estate sales.  President Vaughan outlined some of the  

    problems that the Board has had in the past when there were unauthorized sales.  
     
    He pointed out that there are companies that one may contract with which will     
 remove the merchandise to a remote location to sell and that avoids all the    
 problems we might face.  Bette asked that this position, and the suggested 
 alternative be republished in a future newsletter.   

 
b. Solar Thermal (Bill Page):  Secretary Page and Gil Early visited a neighboring 

association’s solar installation for heating the pool.  They have insufficient data to 
prove the cost efficiency of the installation.  One problem for SMVE is there is  

 no practical location to put the amount of collection surface necessary to do any 
 significant pool heating.  Security from potential vandalism would also be a concern. 

 
REPORTS: 
Maintenance (Lee Radziemski): 

a. Pools (Kip Longan) The north pool was closed for the winter on 12/31/08. 
    One Pool heater at the north pool must be replaced.  This will cost $3000. 
    To clean the tile and reseal the grout will cost about $3000. 

 
b. South Pool Gazebo (Lee): A beam fell from the roof of the South Pool Gazebo. 
    Apparently the wood has shrunk and warped after about 20 years in the sun 
    and pulled loose the nails holding up the roof beams.  The Gazebo is deemed 
    unsafe and cordoned off from entry. 
 

     Victor Braun met with contractors to get bids on repairing or rebuilding  
     the gazebo.  He reported that it was as expensive to repair as to replace. 
     He solicited bids from 3 contractors.  Phil Hodges bid $8280 to replace it as it  
     was; RSA bid $6876; and the third contractor had not responded yet. 
     Subsequently the third bid by McCaleb was $7262.  The committee     
     recommended accepting the bid by RSA and to have RSA replace the             



     deteriorated shower screen at the north pool for $1300.  Victor negotiated a             
     total price of $7500 for both projects. A motion to accept the RSA bid as   
     recommended by the committee was passed by email vote of the Board and  
     the contract let to RSA.   
 
Recreation/Hospitality(Phil Mowbray): 
 Clubhouse Revitalization 
 Wiring & Gas Heater: Electrical wiring for fans, etc. cost $1200.  The new   
 appliances will be installed on Jan. 20.  The painting and the new blinds will   
 be completed well before the Annual Meeting.  The new access entrance  
 into the attic will be covered up and painted but in such a way as to be   
 accessible in the future if necessary.  The Pot Luck Dinner is scheduled for   
 April 25th at 5 P.M. 
 
Treasurer (Adolph Stern): All but 9 homeowners have paid the dues to date. 
 
 a. 2009 Budget: President Vaughan is in the process of printing the budget for 
 distribution at the annual meeting. 
 
Landscape (Dennis Lynton):  Dennis reported that his annual spending came in  
 under the budgeted amount.  Water use in 2008 was 16% less than in 2007. 
 Cherry Landscape has removed the Tacoma Stands at the south end of the north 
 tennis court and replaces them with cactus.  This will further reduce water use in 
 the common areas.  Truly Nolen was employed to remove packrats at Blatts. 
 Dennis discussed mistletoe in the common area trees.  Dennis received high  
 water bills for systems that are shut off!  Investigation and complaints to follow. 
 The backflow valves are being checked. 
 
Security (Bill Jolin): not present 
 
 
Architecture (Bill Page):  Nothing new to report. 
 
 
New Business:  President reminded the Board to prepare their presentations for the 
 annual meeting.  He also reminded the Board to send any notices or 
 communications as PDF files so everyone can open and read them.  
 
Adjourn at:  4:50 PM 
 
Respectfully submitted, 
 
Bill Page 
Secretary 


